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RV SnapPad® HiWay
Installation Instructions

Congratulations on joining the SnapPad family!
Disclaimer
SnapPads are an aftermarket RV accessory, and as such, it is the responsibility of the RV owner to ensure
they are an appropriate and safe addition to their RV.
Each RV has unique design considerations. It is the responsibility of the RV owner to confirm their SnapPads have adequate clearance for any moving parts and will not hinder the functionality of any other
system.
Origen RV Accessories LTD shall not be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages whatsoever (including but not limited to, labor, installation, charges, damages to associated equipment, RV, trailer, towing or following vehicle) arising from the use or inability to use or install the product.
Use extreme caution when installing and using SnapPad. Origen RV Accessories LTD is not responsible or
liable in any way for any indirect or direct injury sustained during installation or future use of the product.
Installing SnapPad products on non-compatible leveling systems will result in the voiding of the
warranty and can lead to product failure, property damage, or injury. Origen is not responsible for any
issues arising from the use of our products on non-compatible systems.
SnapPads are designed to be installed once. Do not remove and re-install as this will also void your
warranty.
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HiWay 10 & HiWay Bus
Installation Instructions
Important Notes
These instructions are specific for HWH & Atwood landing feet that are 10” or 11.5” in diameter.
For HiWay Plus, use these instructions on the rear jacks ONLY.
GRAB A HELPER - Installation is safer and easier with 2.

Have Questions or Need Assistance?

On Social Media?

Feel free to contact us at anytime:

@RVSnapPad

Phone: 1-866-923-9538
Email: info@rvsnappad.com
Website: rvsnappad.com

@SnapPad
@rv_snappad
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Installation time: 3 - 6 minutes per pad.
Video instructions can be found on our website www.rvsnappad.com or on YouTube: search ‘SnapPad
HiWay Install Vid’.
1. Snap Pad installation is best performed on a level or near level surface - preferably a hard surface
(concrete or asphalt). Wheel chocks can be placed in front of and behind the RV wheels for additional
safety.
2. Spread a small bead of concentrated dish soap or grease around the lip of the SnapPad to aid
installation. Silicone Spray is also acceptable. Do not use a chemical based lubricant such as WD-40.
3. Most motorhomes will release their airbags prior to engaging the jacks. This will lower the entire RV
at the beginning of the leveling process. You may place your first SnapPad prior to this, however be
careful to not get caught underneath your RV during the lowering process!
*** Unlike HiWay 8’s, you have water drainage channels, which can be aligned in any direction.***
4. Typically one side will level first. Take note which side that is and start there. Install one SnapPad
at a time and/or use the manual jack operation if possible. Refer to your owners manual for
instructions.
5. Most jacks are 18”- 24” under your RV. A tool such as a broomstick to align/adjust your SnapPads
may be necessary.
6. Once aligned, begin lowering your jack. Keep a watchful eye on the landing foot as it extends. Stop
extending when the foot is about 1 to 3 inches from the your SnapPad. Double check to make sure it
is centered, re-align if necessary and then continue extending the landing gear to complete
installation. ***KEEP YOUR FINGERS AND ANY FOREIGN OBJECTS CLEAR WHEN LOWERING THE
JACK INTO PLACE.***
7. You should hear a distinctive ‘Snap’ as the lip engages. ***Visually confirm the lip is fully engaged
around the perimeter of the landing foot.***
8. ***If your lip hasn’t fully engaged raise your jack and place a shim (small piece of wood) under
the side that hasn’t engaged. Lower your jack again until that side snaps into place. Search ‘RV
SnapPad Uneven Ground Installation’ on Youtube for an example.***
9. Wipe off excess soap or grease and repeat installation process, in sequence, on your remaining
jacks.
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